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<;;tCT M FACILITIES Dl!SIDJI

-HEALTH AND SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
INTRODUCTION
Provision of safe and heal thy environments for personnel wi thin planned
facilities, and maximum safety for facilities, are important design requiremente.

Comprehensive investigations and analysis of involved factors, e.g.,

facility functions, planned operations, probable hazards, causes, and means
of hazard a11eviation will aid in developing a sound plan for buildings-
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structures design, operating equipment, and required services.
The hazards encountered in industrial or laboratory operations may be
divided into two classes:

ordinary- and speCial.

The ordinary hazards are

known and protection methods are well defined by existing building codes and

other established regulations.

The special hazards depend almost exclusively

on the type of operations performed.

In the

~e

of Project M, where the

magnitude and type of :J~rch facilities and planned programs is unique, it
can be assumed that the special hazards will also be extraordinary.

Some of

these haz~s will be indigenous to high energy physics research and investi~
I

\../

J

gation of experiences of analogous laboratories will be helpful.
This report will attempt to define some of the areas where investigations
and operations analysis in regard to Project M health and safety will be re,

~ired.

v

/

CAUSES OF HAZARDS
The bull t-in hazards are usually known and careful design and inflexible
operating procedures assure safety.

But the hazards control becomes critical

when failure of facility components, equipment, services, or human error are
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the causes.

Often the failure of hardware (,including the facility components)

can be anticipated by observance of associated instrumentation and alleviated
in some degree by built-in alarms and protective devices.

In contrast, hazards

ca.used by human error are usually spontaneous and mq have serious consequences.
The human error may be compounded by inadequate operators t training, lack or
incompleteness of operating procedures, poor design, or faulty construction.
The designers can minimize the

pos~ of human

error by application

of good "human engineering" practices, especially in areas of lighting, use of
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contrasting colors, physical separation of critical systems, use of color codes,
prominently displayed labels, markings, warning signs, and instructions,

l~out

of instrumentation and control systems, etc.
To assure good construction, stringent inspection standards and maximum
adherence to design will be required.
DEFOONG PROBABLE HAZARDS
Hazards evaluation will require determination and analysis of facility
functions, and. analysis of the space, equipment, and services required to fulfill this function.
A.

Analysis of Function
The Project M facilities may be divided into four major functional

groups, i.e., personnel (e.g., Administration-Engineering Building, Cafeteria,
Auditorium, etc.); test and experiment (e.g., part of Test Laboratory, Test
Accelerator, Accelerator, End Station, etc.); development shops (part of Test
Laboratory, Accelerator Shop, etc.); and utilities and maintenance (General
Services Building, Utility Buildings).

Several of these buildings will be used

for multiple functions, e.g., Test Laboratory, which will have some developmentfabrication areas, test areas, and will also be utilized to support Test Accelerator operations.
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Using the Test Laboratory as an example" the analysis of a building tunction would then consist of determination and evaluation of the following:
1.

Fabrication processes, involving
a.

materials handling and storage (standard, toxic, pyrophoric, etc.)

b.

scrap disposal

c.

machining

d.

welding, cutting

e. molding
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t. torming

2.

g.

coating

h.

heat treating

i.

assembly

Tests and experiments, involving
~

a.

high pressure, temperature,

\
va~
"

b. high electrical current, voltage, resistance, magnetic tields
c.

fiammable liquids, gases, dusts, vapors, solids

d.

toxic and/or corrosive liquids, gases, dusts, vapors, solids

e.

radioactive materials

t. radiation sources
g.

handling and precise positioning ot delicate or heavy- equipment

3. Maintenance, involving
a.

high pressure, temperature, vacuum equipment

b.

electrical equipment

c.

tlamroable materials

d.

toxic and/or corrosive materials

e.

radioactive materials
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4.

B.

f.

radiation sources

g.

special manufacturing, testing, experimental equipment

h.

lifting, moving, handling equipment

Storage, distribution, and disposal, involving
a.

equipment

b.

standard materials

c.

flammable materials

d.

toxic and/or corrosive materials

e.

radioactive materials

f.

waste materials (c, d and e)

Anallsis of Space, Equipment and Services
1.

Space:

The space allocation for individual operations, be it fabri-

cation, testing, experimental, maintenance, etc., will depend on several variables,
e.g., materials used, equipment required, power levels, pressures, temperatlres,
etc.

In each !~e the density of equipment and manpower shall be detennined in

V

consideration of health and safety.

The equipment shall be accessible, the work

areas and access to work areas shall be unobstructed, and special care should
be exercised in locating wiring, piping and ducting.
be isolated and marked.

2.

Equipment::

The,l.:t~ areas

0/

shall

The evaluation of hazards connected with equipment used

for the various operations, specially in test and experimental set-ups, will be
one of the critical requirements.

The pennanent or temporar,y installations,

connections, accessibility, visibility, shielding, and isolating dangerous equipment, will have a marked influence on working environment.

3. Services:: Services requirements for the various operations in the
I

I

,

Test Laboratory will be numerous and will vary from high vo1t.ge electrical

V
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power, to temperature-humidity controlled clean air, to precise amounts of
different gases.

An analysis of services requirements for each operation and

for each piece of equipment will be necessar,y.
HAZARDS

Upon determination of the various processes and operations to be performed
in a facilit.Y, it will be possible to define the probable hazards upon the
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building and the personnel wi thin.

In general terms the

~

which may

affect a building are:

fire, explosion, contamination, excessive corrosion,

and structural damage.

Personnel may be affected by:

fire, explosion, con-

tamination, poisoning, and electric shock.
A.

!!!!:

The ordinary fire hazards relevant to industrial operations are

defined, and the protection and prevention methods developed and described, in
the National Building Code, Uniform Building Code, National Electrical Code,
and in a number of National Board of Fire Underwriters (NBFU) and National Fire

~on

Association (NFPA) codes and standards.

For example, the use, hand-

ling, and storage of flammable materials are co.'\Tered by NFPA

(!Io~lammable

NatiOnal~'

Liquids and Gases", and IIVOlt,fI, Combustible Solids, Dusts,

Chemicals, and Explosives", and by NBFU "Fire Prevention Code" and references
thereto.
The special fire hazards, which these codes do not cover, may be causedbby
t

/f

use of unusual materials, fabrication processes, tests and experiments. 'For
example, the p~oric metals, e.g., uranium, plutonium, cir conium , sodium,
potassium, titanium, magnesium, and in some cases aluminum, are extremely hazardous in some forms and utmost caution must be exercised in their storage, handling, machining, and disposal.

The reactions of these metals vary and, therefore,
r

each operation involving them must be given individual attention. (!fhe AEC
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Health and Safety Division should be consulte.cL concerning use of these
materials.)
The high temperature equipment and high electric power equipment, which
may

be used for fabrication, tests and experiments, will require isolation,

shielding, cooling, and individual fire prevention systems, as applicable.
B.

E!p10sion:

Explosives transportation and handling are covered by

Interstate Commerce Commission regulations, American Standards Association
A 10.2 "Building Construction", Part 6, and also "Regulations of Institute of
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Makers of Explosives".

The NFPA Code "The Prevention of Dust Explosions"

governs handling of solids which may possibly create explosive or combustible
dusts.

Dangerous concentrations of explosive gases and vapors can be controlled

by suitable ventilation mechanisms as described in the NBFU "Fire Prevention

Code ff •

The regulations governing construction and use of high pressure equip-

ment are detailed in standards published by American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME), by American Standards Association (ASA), and by State of
California as Industrial Safety Orders.
~:

Implosion of high vacuum equipment may be as dangerous to operating per-

sonnel as an explosion.

For protection it may be necessary to provide shielding

around system weak points.
C.

Contam1natio~:

Materials which may contaminate a facility and have an

adverse effect on personnel are:

corrosive liquids; flammable liquids and

solids; toxic and/or irritant liquids, solids, dusts and vapors; oxidizing
materials; poisonous gases; potentially

~osive

chemicals; and radioactive

materials and sources.
Stringent operating procedures based upon the regulations of the Interstate
Commerce Commission and the recommendation of the Manufacturing Chemists t
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Association will be required.

Personnel satet.,: should be augmented wi th pro')

vision of suitable protective equipment consisting of appropriate

clo~,

glov.~ helmets, goggles, footwear, respiratory equipment and installation of

C

eye-flush fountains and deluge showers.

Good ventilation systems, dust col-

lecting equipment, means of neutralizing and f1 ushing spillage and general
good housekeeping practice will aid measurably in reducing the probable hazards.
Concerning atmospheric contaminants, the American Conference of Government
Hygienists has established maximum allowable concentrations of dusts, mists,
fumes, vapors, or gases in air breathed by emplOye~lJ'0r an 8-hour daily exSLAC AHO 1991-012B14

posure.

Representative examples are shown in the following table.
ALLOWABLE CONCENTRATIONS
Concentration
Parts per Million

Gases and Vapors
Substance
Ammonia

100

Aniline

5

Arsine

0.05

35

Benzene
Carbon dioxide

5000

Carbon monoxide

100

25

Carbon tetrachloride
Chlorine

1

Fluorine

0.01

Hydrogen chloride

5

Hydrogen sulphide

20

Naptha

500

Nitrobenzene

1
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Gases and V!p0rs
Substance
Ozone

0.1

Phosphine

0.05

Sulphur dioxide
Turpentine
Metallic Dusts and Fumes
Substance
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Concentration
Parts per Mi1iion

10
100

Concentration
Milligrams per Meter3

Arsenic

0.5

Barium

0.5

Beryllium
Cadmium

0.1

Chromates
Lead

olit
V
0.15

Manganese

6

Mercury
Uranium (soluble compounds)

0.05

Uranium (insoluble compounds)
Organic Dusts and Fumes
Substance

Concentration
Milligrams per Meter3

Chlorodiphenyl

1

Pentach1oronaphta1ene

0.5

Tetry1
Trichloronaphtalene
Trinitrotoluol
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,...-_ .Concentration
Million Particles 2!r Feet3

Mineral Dusts
Substance

5

Asbestos

5

Silica, free:

over 40%

Silica, free:

20 to 40%

10

Silica, free: 10 to 20%

20

The possibility of contamination by radioactive materials and sources is
recognized.

In general, the :regulations for handling, use, and storage of Slch

materials and sources have been established by AEC.

In case of use of those
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materials and sources in special operations, e.g., tests, experiments, the
operations procedures and methods including decontamination shall be established
by the operating agency and approved by the AEC.
D.

Corrosion:

Corroding agents include various acids (mineral, Oxidizing,

organiC, phosphoric, etc.), alkalis (caustic soda, lime, potash, etc.), solvents
(alcohols, hydrocarbons, esters, ketones, etc.), ammonia compounds, several
salts and solutions, water, and air, in many forms and concentrations.

The

procedures and methods for handling, transportation, storage, and use of those
chemicals are prescribed by Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) regulations,
Association of American Railroads (AAR) and Manufacturing Chemists I Association
standards, and by NBFU codes.

The reactions of these chemicals vary; the degree

depends upon form and concentration.

Good design, i.e., specifications of ap-

propriate construction materials, based upon analysis of use of such chemicals
will minimize the corrosion hazard.

Personnel protection will depend on adequate

containment of the materials, good housekeeping, and use of proper personal protective equipment.
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E.

Structural Damase f

r"

EartllUake J sto~losion, other impact, fire,

and excessive load (e.g., materials handling), may cause damage to structural
members of a facility and endanger personnel wi thin.
separately or in some combination.
severity of the cause.

These hazards may occur

The degree of danger will depend upon the

Again, good design based on analysis and evaluation

of planned operations in the facility, and local building codes, will be su.fficient to assure reasonable safety.

For example, the Test Laboratory is

being designed for seismic forces twice the Uniform Building Code value.
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F.

Electric Shock: The Project M,lll.ectrical
power systems may be cate\../

gorized as (a) permanent, and (b) temporary installations.
The permanent installations will be integral with the facilities and will
be designed and constructed according to the existing applicable codes, e.g.,

National Electrical Code, National Electrical Safety Code, National Fire Code,
etc.

Adherence to the requirements of these codes will provide safe, pennanent

systems.
The critical safety problems arise with installations of temporary electrical systems for testing and experimental purposes.

These varied and numerous

operations will require rather.flexible systems with power and voltage fluctuating
from moderate to very high levels.

To assure the operator's safety the appli-

cable codes requirements should be utilized as much as possible.

If the existing

codes do not cover some special operation, it may be possible to interpolate or
extend code values.

In any case, comprehensive operating and maintenance pro"

cedures should be established.

These procedures should define the qualifications

of authorized operating and maintenance personnel, operating and maintenance
methods, and emergena,y instruction.
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The dangers arising from contact with e1eGtpical equipment are serious.
Depending upon the kind of source, and the conditions of electrode-body contact, potentials as low as SOV AC to ground can be dangerous and have been
fatal in unfavorable cirC'll.ml!tances.

A. mean current of

5 M.A passed through

the thorax for one second can cause physical damage to heart, lungs, or blood;

25

MA for one second can be sufficient to stop the hezli..beat or breathing.

50

MA seconds is the quantity of electricity generally regarded as fatal when

passed through the thorax.

Burns may be caused by electric arcs in contact

with the body; damage to the eyes and skin burns can result from radiation
SLAC AHO 1991-012B14

from arcs.

Loss of balance as a result of a slight electric shock can cause

falls from exposed working places.

These are just a fev examples of possible

accidents which can result from working with electrical equipment.

(Ref.

Safety Codes - CERN)
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
As previously mentioned, special hazards may occur or may be caused by
certain operations.

To achieve ~ safety, excellent conditions and most

J

careful conduct of such operations will be essential.

A major contribution to

good conditions will be provision of space, equipment, and services designs
which meet all health and safety requirements.

These requirements, developed

according to paragraph "Defining Probable Hazards", apply to every discipline,
e.g.,
1.

Architectural - layout of buildings; storage areas for hazardous

materials; hazardous materials transport and distribution; hazardous waste
storage areas; safety areas; deluge showers, etc.
2.

1:"

Civil engineering - water supplies; drairlage; sewerage; hazardous

waste containment, dilution and disposal, etc.
- 11 -
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3. Structural engineering - structural
cranes, etc.

4.

~ngth

of fioors, columns,

Explosion loads and other impact loads, etc.

Mechanical services - ventilation, hoods, filters; piping, color

codes, proper materials; plumbing, materials, hold-up tanks, waste monitorirg,V

dilution; materials handling equipment, etc.

5.

Electrical services - grounding; spark protection; insulations, etc.

6. Fire protection - alarms, fire fighting systems; materials, etc.
7. Radiation protection - monitoring, shielding
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8. Communications and instrumentation
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~stems.

•

fill'
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HEALTH & SAFETY REQUIREMENTS
Effects
Facility JRs--et

Operation
Tests ~or(

Ene;ineer
Notes

Archit ..

Civil

Struct.

--

Found.

.ng

Considerations

Mechan.

Electr.

/ 1-

Power

HVAC

Instr.

--"

..1.1•."

High press. equip

I

High temp. equip.

I

Shielding Layout
depends on
pressure

I

I

Shielding
depends on
temp.

I

--

X

Coo1:i:ng

X

I

X

High vac. equip.

X

X

Shielding
depends on
system
weak points

X

--

X

X

X

X

X

High elec. currnt

I

X

Isolation

X

--

X

X

X

X

X

High

I

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

High elec. resist

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

High magn. fields

X

X

X

X

X

I

X

X

X

[i'lamm. material
5torage, distr.,
Use, disposal

I

X

X

--

--

--

--

X

I

roxie (corr.) mat

I

X

X

--

I

I

X

I

I

tadiat. sources

I

X

I

---

X

Radioactive mat.

---

X

X

1:andling equip.

I

X

I

--

-

• voltagE

Isolation,
Shielding

.

---

Sewers

--

I

--

X

-Layout

---

Shield.
X

Str.
strength

\,

---

Power

Ventil.
ilumb.

Instr.

Notes

